Union Pacific selling East Texas gas fields

By Terence Cogg
THE PANOLA WATCHMAN

Union Pacific Resources Group Inc. plans to sell its gas-producing prop-
est in East Texas as part of its ef-
fort to scale back 20% of its oil and gas-
fields by the end of the year.

The sale, if completed, will allow the company to focus more on its re-
erneable-energy projects.

The East Texas gas field is located in Panola County, which includes the Gladewater field and numerous other gas fields in the area. The sale would help the company shift its focus to more sustainable energy sources.

By Paul McConnell
THE PANOLA WATCHMAN

Carthage Police Chief Duane Naumann displays several letters that were recently obtained after the letters were used to purchase tobacco products.
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County rejects road oil bids

By Terence Cogg
THE PANOLA WATCHMAN

The Panola County Commissioners rejected two road oil bids for a special meeting Monday, and voted to consider an agreement for surfacing a portion of the county.

The two bids were submitted by two local contractors, and the commissioners voted to reject both of them. The road oil bids were for surfacing a portion of the county.

By Sherry Kneese
THE PANOLA WATCHMAN
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City seeks HOMES grant

Lower income households would benefit from a HOMES (Housing Opportunities for Modest Earnings) grant program.

On Monday, October 24, the Carthage City Council initiated a HOMES grant application for eight units. The purpose of the application is to provide affordable housing for lower income households.

According to the city, the grant will help to develop new units or rehabilitate existing ones, and the funds will be used to purchase land, cover construction costs, and other related expenses.

The city seeks proposals from developers or builders who are interested in participating in the program. Interested parties are encouraged to submit their proposals by the deadline.

The city council is hoping to complete the development of the HOMES grant program as soon as possible.
County applauds safe year

By Jerry Emminger

Pandemic-impacted 2020 was a strong jobs year for the city of Carthage, N.C., according to County Manager James Davis.

Davis said the city’s unemployment rate was below 4% in 2020, one of the lowest in the state. He attributed the strong job market to local business growth and the city’s focus on economic development.

"We’ve been working on a lot of different things to make sure that we’re staying competitive and attracting new businesses," Davis said. "It’s been a great year for Carthage and the economy has been doing well for the city."
Record

Schiffer selected for Baylor Ambassador trip

Robert Schiffer, a sophomore business administration major, has been selected for the Baylor Business School's Fall Ambassador Program. Schiffer, a native of7, is a junior at the University of Texas at Austin. He will attend a series of events throughout the semester including classes, meetings, and activities. Schiffer is a member of the Student Government Association and is involved in several clubs on campus. He is also a member of the National Honor Society.

PC offers driving class

The National Safety Council of the United States is offering a five-hour defensive driving course. The course is designed to teach drivers how to avoid accidents and is mandatory for those who have been involved in an accident. The course will be offered at the University of Texas at Austin on April 24th at 9:00 a.m. and April 25th at 1:00 p.m. The cost is $50 per person. To register, call 512-471-3333.
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SCHILLER TO LEAD CARNEGIE HALL CONCERT

Burnaman to perform in piano concert during Music Week

Burnaman will perform in a piano concert during Music Week at Carnegie Hall in New York City. The concert will take place on May 11th at 8:00 p.m. Burnaman has performed at various venues around the world and is widely regarded as one of the best pianists of our time. He has received numerous awards and accolades for his performances, including the Grand Prize at the International Chopin Piano Competition in 1990. Burnaman's passion for music and commitment to excellence have earned him a reputation as a truly exceptional talent. He is thrilled to be performing at Carnegie Hall, where he will showcase his virtuosity and musicality to a select audience. This concert promises to be a memorable and unforgettable experience for all music lovers. Concert tickets are available for purchase online at carnegiehall.com. Don't miss this opportunity to witness the remarkable talent of Burnaman in action. See you there!
Gary News

By Mrs. P. D. Pe resource...

Southwest

Scott and Linda Smith, of Carthago, have announced the birth of their son, Scott David Smith, on April 6, 1990. He was born at Carthage Regional Hospital.

Camp Fire Day Camp planned for June 1-5

Camp Fire Day Camp will be held at Camp Fire Headquarters from June 1-5. The camp is open to boys and girls aged 7-12. The camp will include arts and crafts, sports, and outdoor activities. For more information contact Camp Fire Headquarters at 555-1234.

Panola college’s “Next” to perform for state summit

Panola College’s “Next” will perform at the state summit on April 22. The band, composed of students from Panola College, will perform at the state summit, which is being held in collaboration with the state education department. The summit aims to discuss and address issues related to education in the state.

ETCADA to offer tobacco education course

ETCADA will offer a tobacco education course for individuals interested in learning more about the effects of tobacco use. The course will be held on Saturday, May 1, from 9 AM to 1 PM. For more information contact ETCADA at 555-1234.
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Clinton administration, EPA offer different opinions of farm chemical regulation

Texas' largest farm organization is opposing continued enforcement of the Clean Air Act, by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of the U.S. Department of Environmental Protection. EPA officials say they are not sure where to draw the line for the chemical industry.

"We have to look at the impact of the new Clean Air Act," said one EPA official. "We can't just go back to the old ways of doing business."

The Act requires the EPA to review and update its regulations on the use of chemicals in agriculture. The EPA has proposed a new rule that would limit the use of certain chemicals in agriculture.

The Texas Farm Bureau, which represents the state's farmers, said it supports the EPA's efforts to protect the environment. But the Farm Bureau also said it believes the EPA is not doing enough to protect the rights of farmers.

"We support the EPA's efforts to protect the environment," said Farm Bureau President John Smith. "But we also support the rights of farmers to use the chemicals they need to grow their crops."